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Flexible, simple, and very accurate web-based and desktop time tracking
solutions for freelancers, SMBs, and teams. CRAFTSMAN is a simple time
tracking tool that allows you to manually enter your time, allocate it to projects,
and see your progress in a very intuitive and attractive way. It also features a
very lightweight and easy-to-use interface, more than 10 different time tracking
templates, and an option for a transparent, easy-to-understand and professional-
looking reporting. All in all, CRAFTSMAN is a simple and efficient time tracker
that any busy freelancer can certainly appreciate. Interface & Functionality
CRAFTSMAN comes with a very attractive interface that features a very basic
table for tracking time entry. This table organizes information in three columns:
title, description, and time. The table also features a simple and clean visual
style, and is not only very appealing, but it also looks very much like a real time
table that can be used to enter your time and tasks. You can add as many
projects and activities as you wish, and you can also customize the columns to fit
your needs. The time tracking fields are: date, start time, end time, duration,
and comments. The table is simple to use, no need to memorize a bunch of
keyboard shortcuts. You can easily click on the time field to enter your time and
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hit Enter to confirm the entry. The bottom of the window contains a list of
actions that you can perform by clicking on the red envelope, the time entry
field, and on the pencil icon. The actions list includes: delete, move to project,
add to project, go to project, add to task, add to comment, remove from project,
print report, export report to PDF, and copy. When you need to end your time
tracking, you can simply click on the hourglass symbol. The hourglass will stay
on the field until the current task ends, at which point the table will update itself
and your time will be automatically entered. After logging out of CRAFTSMAN,
you can check your time entry by going to the top bar, clicking on the year, then
clicking on the Projects tab. From there, you can simply click on the Time entry
you just created and read the summary or details. Reports The Time report is, by
far, one of the most useful features of CRAFTSMAN. It's extremely intuitive,
with columns for
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IMPORTANT KeyMacro is a free (as in beer) premium time tracker for your PC.
It is simple to use, and can give you some great information about your projects.
What is KeyMacro? KEYMACRO is a simple, free (as in beer) and powerful time
tracker. It's easy to use and works well with Windows. It also provides more
detailed information than most other time trackers. It's been tested on Windows
10, Windows 7, Windows XP, and Windows 8. Functionalities ● Track time
accurately ● Log expenses ● Work while you sleep ● Delete everything you
worked on ● Automatically sync data to KeyMacro web site ● Create projects
with as many tasks as you want ● Export data to CSV, HTML, Excel Why should
you use KeyMacro? KeyMacro is the fastest, easiest, and free time tracker for
Windows. The major features of KeyMacro are listed below: ● Track time
accurately: KeyMacro can keep track of your time accurately and provide you
with better information about your work. ● Log expenses: You can quickly and
easily log expenses with KeyMacro. It will give you detailed report including a
graph and can help you plan your budget better. ● Work while you sleep:
KeyMacro also lets you work while you sleep. You can quickly start typing and it
will automatically save your work and syncs it to our website when you wake up.



● Delete everything you worked on: You can delete everything you've worked on
with KeyMacro. KeyMacro automatically saves everything you work on so that
you can quickly return to your previous state. ● Automatically sync data to
KeyMacro web site: KeyMacro can automatically sync data to our website. You
can add projects, set tasks, and view reports in our website. ● Create projects
with as many tasks as you want: You can easily create projects with as many
tasks as you want. KeyMacro is compatible with Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10.
keymacro - Free Time Tracker | Reviews Hourly Freelance Jobs Hourly
Freelance Jobs Hourly Freelance Jobs Looking for the best freelance job board?
This is the job board for you. TopFreelance is a versatile web-based freelance
platform for business owners who need help with the management of their
projects. This means that 2edc1e01e8
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Turn your every moment into an absolute hour! TopTracker is a powerful time
tracking app that lets you count and manage your time effectively and
efficiently. The utility enables you to easily track time spent on any desktop
computer. TopTracker comes with a rich set of features that make it useful for
both professionals and private users. Features: • Effortless time tracking –
TopTracker automatically records your keyboard and mouse inputs, screenshots,
and text editor typing. The tool also keeps track of every program you run on
your computer. • Reports for every day, week, or month – All the recorded data
and screenshots are neatly displayed in a powerful report generator. You can
also export any report to CSV or PDF format. • Offline report generation –
TopTracker offers a built-in report generator that allows you to generate reports
even when the utility is offline. • Select projects and team members – You can
select a specific project, or several projects at once, from a folder. The tool
allows you to control a project’s status, including a recent activity log, and
assign tasks to specific team members. • Templates – TopTracker comes with
pre-built template files that help you instantly organize your activities into
projects and subprojects. • Integrated web tracker – TopTracker allows you to
easily track your activity on the web through the built-in web tracker. • Sync
with multiple cloud services – TopTracker supports synchronization with a
couple of popular cloud services, including Slack, Trello, OneNote, Evernote,
and Google Drive. • Additional features – Other features of TopTracker include
an idle timeout, an activity tracker, a log, a task list, and a screen recorder. •
Works on multiple computers – The desktop app for Windows and the web app
for web trackers work on multiple computers with Windows and Mac OS X (10.8
or higher). Features: Easy to install. No signup required. Works on multiple
computers. * TopTracker is the name of the time tracking web app and the
desktop application on your computer. How to use TopTracker: 1. Open the
desktop client application. 2. Create projects and add team members. 3. Track
work using the client. 4. Sync your time tracking data with web tracker. * The
web tracker can be accessed from any computer and mobile device that is
connected to the internet. TopTracker for Teams: - Unlimited team members -
No project costs - Team tasks and subtasks - Project milestones - How long
project is
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What's New in the?

TopTracker is a web-based time tracking application that lets you monitor your
work on a number of projects and tasks. Even though TopTracker is by no
means the most feature-packed time tracking software around, it does have one
major advantage over some of its competition - it does not require
synchronization with any freelance platform in order to work. TopTracker’s
basic concept is quite simple: create projects, add team members if you like, and
track your work. Of course, monitoring progress while working online is all fine
and dandy (it’s capable of recording keystrokes and mouse clicks, for example),
however, it can also help you track your activity on your computer’s desktop
thanks to clients for Windows, macOS, Debian, and RPM. Modern-looking and
smooth-running desktop client TopTracker's desktop Windows client is a very
well-designed product indeed. Featuring a compact, clear-cut, and intuitive GUI,
working with TopTracker is hardly a challenge as there are two main sections
one for housing and managing the projects, and one for manual time entry
purposes. The app does not disappoint in terms of features either. Head over to
the desktop app’s Preferences section, and you can choose the tracking interval,
the idle timeout period, as well as control the frequency at which the app should
automatically take screenshots of your activity. Additionally, you can configure
the utility to blur both the screenshots and the camerashots before the upload.
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The last section within the Preferences window displays a couple of useful
keyboard shortcuts which can also be changed, of course. Compelling web app
+ desktop app time tracking solution Naturally, all the collected data is neatly
centralized and can be accessed from the web app. The web app itself is also
pretty nifty, and it indexes information in four main sections, Projects, Reports,
My Activities, and Web Tracker. By far the best feature of TopTracker is the
detailed productivity reports which can also be exported to CSV or PDF if you
wish. Effortless, efficient, and free time tracking, all with the help of TopTracker
Best of all, TopTracker is absolutely free, meaning there's no such thing as a
freemium model in place. ... Effortless, efficient, and free time tracking, all with
the help of TopTracker Even though it is a new application, TopTracker has
already managed to become a very popular time tracking service among both
individuals and teams. It supports multiple operating systems, works with
several project management solutions, and offers a number of useful features
including the ability to sync your data to a Google Calendar. All this comes with
no fee. We'll be focusing on the web app, which is available for all major
operating systems (Windows, macOS, Linux, and Android), but it also comes in a
desktop version, for Windows, macOS



System Requirements:

PCs: Windows 7/Vista/XP (all editions) CPU: Intel Core i3/2.2 GHz or better
Memory: 4 GB RAM Disk Space: 20 GB Graphics: Radeon HD 3400/1800 or
better Radeon HD 2000/3000 or better DirectX: 9.0 Additional Notes: The
game's installer will likely take a while to run. The game requires 6 GB of hard
drive space and 1 GB RAM. File size is 4.
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